Employee Store Access Pass Instructions:

Through this invitation your organization is granted access to the adidas Employee Store for a specific duration of time, during which you will receive 50% off retail prices*. In order to gain access to the store the invitation must be shown through email on a smart phone or a physical printout with the bottom portion complete. We will not accept photocopies or camera photos of the invitation.

Here’s how it works:

1. We receive your contact information and you distribute the shopping invitation to your organization.

2a. Show the print out of the shopping invitation and complete the bottom portion. You may share the shopping invitation with family and friends. Access to the store is unlimited during your allotted shopping duration; however, you must bring a copy of your shopping invitation each time.

2b. Show the shopping invitation on your smart phone or device. You fill out the bottom portion in store at the registers. You may share the shopping invitation with family and friends. Access to the store is unlimited during your allotted shopping duration; however, you must bring a copy of your shopping invitation each time.

3. You bring the completed shopping invitation with you to the Employee Store.
   - A physical copy of the shopping invitation or smart phone email must be presented to gain entry into the store, no exceptions. You will be asked to present your completed shopping invitation to enter the store and at checkout.

4. This discount only applies to the adidas Employee Store at the adidas Village in Portland:
   - Address: 5060 North Greeley Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97217

To have access to the store, you simply need to bring a physical copy or smart phone email of the shopping invitation that has been sent to your organization. During the time period that your group has been invited to shop, you are not limited to the number of visits or the number of guests you may bring. If your group has questions about the shopping invitation, please have them contact the adidas Employee Store at 971-234-8536.

*Some exclusion may apply